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ABSTRACT

The present study had as the main objective to verify the w ork con-
ditions in a public university of the State of São Paulo in respect to
the materials and equipments, set of w ork and interpersonal rela-
tionships. The sample were 64 subjects distrib uted among 48 stu-
dents, 8 teachers and 8 workers of the administrative section, sha-
red equally with relationship to the sex. The researched university
has been suffering reduction in number of w orkers, work overload,
depreciation of the work conditions and consequently exhibition to
risk situations for the academic community’s health. The collected
information indicated some obsolete furniture, discomfort in several
body areas, standard inadequate postural favoring the appearance
of occupational diseases. This way, there is need of attention and
improvement of the work, re-engineering of work, planning organi-
zation positions and the creation of mechanisms of the workers’par-
ticipation in the decisions about the real activity of work.

KEY WORDS: occupational diseases, work conditions, prevention.

INTRODUCTION

This study aims to investigate the working conditions in a pu-
blic university of the State of São Paulo, which is facing a reduction
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of personnel both in the faculty as well as in the operational person-
nel. This fact has contributed to an increased load of work what im-
plies in depreciation of the working condition, exposing workers to
health risk situation.

According to Verdussem (1978) the adequate w orking envi-
ronment will furnish to the worker satisfactory conditions regarding
primary factors: temperature, light, noise, vibration, odors and co-
lors, as well as secondary factors such as architecture, human rela-
tions, salary, stability and social support. However, relations among
men and work, and its various modalities, are not harmonious all the
time and can turn into a worsening factor or limiting and disabling
condition. One example is mentioned b y Oddone et al. (1986) ac-
cording to whom that a signif icant number of w orkers, along the
history of humankind , were victims of diseases, disabilities and
death due to working conditions.

With industrialization and the resulting introduction of the
Taylor/Ford models it has been seen the depreciation of the working
and health condition of w orkers (IIDA, 1995; CARNEIRO, 1998;
OLIVEIRA, 1998; ODDONE et al, 1986).

Such situation requires, from researchers and professionals of
many areas, an effort to establish possible associations of patholo-
gies and the working conditions aiming the prevention and promo-
tion of workers’ health (MENDES, 1995; CIDO, 1995)

Studies focused on the ergonomic issues have a close relation
to biological and health sciences. The interface between these areas
seems to indicate a path towards the joint solutions to the promotion
of a working environment that favors the development of activities
in a way that preserve health and productivity.

To Iida (1992), the idea of seeking an adaptation of ar tificial
objects to the natural environment has been always present from the
times of non-mechanic production since man has been transforming
tools and techniques for production. To him, some of the practical
objectives of ergonomics are: safety, satisfaction and well being of
workers in their relation with the producti ve system, being ef fi-
ciency the result of this process.

The area of interest of ergonomics has been intensified in the
last decades (MACIEL, 1995; IIDA, 1992) covering many aspects
of work and its adequacy to the characteristics of the w orker resul-
ting in more comfort and reduction of health risks.

In what regards occupational disease, due to its comple xity
and multicausality, Maciel (1995) stresses the need for a par ticipa-
tive ergonomy in which the analysis of work and the solutions take
into consideration the par ticipation of all in volved in the process.
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The author stresses also that, among the adv antages of this ap-
proach, it is the in volvement of workers in the identif ication and
construction of alternatives, a factor that acts as an attenuator in the
resistance against changes and favors its awareness. 

Aiming to obtain further information on the relation between
the working conditions and health the present study tried to identify,
from the perception of a g roup of workers (staff and faculty mem-
bers) and students, the presence of risk f actors related materials,
equipments, working environment and interpersonal relation.

METHOD

The samples included 3 g roups, (a) 48 under graduate stu-
dents; (b) 8 faculty members; and (c) 8 staff members of the univer-
sity, totaling 64 individuals reflecting different areas of knowledge
(such as e xact sciences, biolo gic sciences and human sciences),
which were equally distributed by sex.

Data collection was done through a questionnaire (ANNEX 1)
containing 14 questions, being 14 open and 4 closed. Questions
were related to a v ariety of subjects: (a) w orking conditions; (b)
health conditions; (c) inter personal relationship; (d) suggestions to
improve working and relationship conditions. Before data collection
it was done a pilot study with 6 indi viduals to test the questionnai-
re as well as to proceed with necessary adjustments.

Data collection was done as follows: (a) randomized selection
of individuals to par ticipate in the study; (b) the anal yzed indivi-
duals were invited by personal contact in the university campus and
the objective of the study w as explained, as well as the request to
participate; (c) the data collection was done just after the invitation
and agreement or was scheduled for a later date at the con venience
of the participant. 

The closed questions w ere categorized and quantitati vely
analyzed and the information from open questions was qualitatively
analyzed out of the categorization of the contents of their discourse.
Later on, data was organized in tables and figures. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Description of results is g rouped in categories and subcate-
gories according to the instrument of data collection. Information
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is presented in comparati ve terms among the studied g roups as
follows: 

a) Activities developed by each category; 
b) activities causing greater physical fatigue; 
c) activities causing greater mental fatigue; 
d) main areas for body discomfort; 
e) characteristics of materials and equipments; 
f) working environment and 
g) interpersonal relations.

A
ACTIVITIES DEVELOPED BY EACH CATEGORY

Main activities carried out by students are:
a) academic life (attending lectures, reading, typing on the

computer) 70%; 
b) physical conditioning activities (walking, soccer, gym acti-

vities, swimming, tennis, etc) 20%; 
c) moneyed activities (scholarships for scientif ic initiation,

scholarships for activities or class assistants) 7%. It w as
expected a majority of academic acti vities (70%) since
most of the courses in the University are full time and, thus,
students allot many hours every week for this purpose.

Main activities carried out by workers are:
a) using computer (typing texts, letters, proceedings, etc) 33%; 
b) counter activities (attending professors, students, other

staff members, phone calls) 24%; 
c) mail delivery 14%; 
d) physical conditioning activities (sports practices) 5%; and  
e) household activities 5%. Regarding staff member, activi-

ties involving computer are predominant although counter
activities are also signif icant and in volves alteration of
posture.

Main activities by faculty members are: 
a) academic life (preparing and gi ving classes, conferences)

50%; 
b) research 15%; 
c) bureaucratic activities 11%; 
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d) physical conditioning activities (jogging, running, etc) 5%
and 

e) household activities 5%. Activities for faculty members are
quite diversified, that is, include seating, standing and wal-
king postures. Academic activities are predominant (50%)
with some similarity to the g roup students. Research and
bureaucratic activities are less relevant. If research is inclu-
ded as academic activities, results become closer to that for
students, respectively 70% and 65%.

Most activities carried out by the studied categories are in the
seating position, which has some advantage regarding the other ac-
tivities since there is some possibility of rest included in it. Ho we-
ver, it is impor tant to note that such posture has some adv antage
only if fur niture and equipments are adequate and does not of fer
health risks to users (GIL COURY, 1995).

B
ACTIVITIES ENHANCING PHYSICAL FATIGUE

Activities causing higher physical fatigue were also investiga-
ted in the three categories. Academic activities were found to be the
cause that induces higher fatigue among students and faculty mem-
bers. For staff, computer activities arise as the main cause of fatigue.
This sort of activity seem to be the liaison betw een staff members
and faculty members and students since such activity is implicit in
the preparation classes, conferences and research activities, although
this activity is not objectively mentioned by faculty members.

C
ACTIVITIES PRODUCING HIGHEST LEVEL MENTAL FATIGUE

Similarly to the above, results indicate that academic activities
are the main cause for physical stress in students and faculty mem-
bers. As for staff, the main causes are computer works and public at-
tendance. Once more, computer works are common to both catego-
ries. Thus, it can be said that there is similarity in causes that lead
to great mental and physical stress among the studied categories.
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D
MAIN AREAS FOR BODY DISCOMFORT

Keeping in mind the propor tion of number of par ticipants in
each category it is possib le to stress that backbone discomfor t is
predominant (30% of students, 35% of staf f members and 34% of
faculty members). Another predominant region for discomfort is the
head (16% of students; circa 12% of staf f members and 11% of fa-
culty members) although shoulders and wrist show significant num-
bers in the three studied cate gories (FIGURE 1). In general, it is
possible to associate the discomfort expressed by individuals to the
type of activity, characteristic of materials, equipments and furnitu-
re (chair, table, computer, etc.), as reported in item E below in which
these items were evaluated in terms of suitability and comfort. 

E
CHARACTERISTICS OF MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENTS

(DESKS, CHAIRS AND COMPUTERS) 

The quality and suitability of equipments and fur niture used
by participants in this study w ere investigated. Main results are as
follows:

DESK/POSITION OF MONITOR
Data indicate that desks w ere adequate for most students

(72%) that repor ted a high le vel of acceptance for the position of
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monitors (83.3%). Among staff member desks are adequate for
(72%) as well as in what concerns the position of computer monitor
(72%). Among faculty members desk were considered adequate by
75% and the position of the monitor by 62.5%. One should remem-
ber that disajustment among the position of the monitor; the height
of the desk and anthropometrics measures may induce harmful and
uncomfortable postures. 

A low desk, the height of the monitor and reading angle w hi-
le typing are conditions that lead to incor rect position of the neck.
Although most of participants consider the desk and the position of
the monitor as adequate it should be stressed that symptoms in the
head and backbone (cervical region) are among the regions mostly
reported as uncomfortable by all studied categories, which may be
due to an inadequate relation of desk/monitor height. Ho wever, ad-
justable chairs can compensate for minor dif ferences in height.

CHAIR

Among students chairs were considered as adequated by 50%.
Among staff members chairs were approved by as many as 71.4%.
Conversely, among faculty member chairs were considered adequa-
te by only 25%.

In what concerns comfort, 65% of students and 62.5% of f a-
culty members said chairs w ere uncomfortable. However, for most
staff members chairs were considered as comfortable (83.3%).

Some characteristics associated to comfor t, such the possibi-
lity of adjustment, which allows better postural comfort and favors
fitness to anthropometrics patter ns of the user seldom appear . In
this regard, adjustment is onl y present in 12.5 5 of chairs used b y
students, 14.3% of chairs used b y staff members and 62.5% of
chairs used by faculty members.

Usually, the g reater the possibility to adjust equipment, the
greater the chance to obtain a posture complying with the anthropo-
metrics pattern of the user (GRANDJEAN, 1997).

Arm support, which decrease shoulder girdle overload during
activities, is rare. Students detect such characteristic in onl y 20%,
staff members in 14% and faculty members in 37.5%. Complains of
shoulder (16% among students, 17% among staf f members and
22% among f aculty members) and ar m discomfort (10% among
students, 6% among staf f members and 22% among f aculty mem-
bers) may be associated to the lack of ar m support due to the mas-
sive use of computers by the studied categories. Keeping shoulders
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for a long time in the same position result in pain due to the contrac-
tion of muscles, and may lead to inflammatory processes (tendoni-
tis, bursitis) and ultimately leading to compromise of the joint and
ligaments (ASSUNÇÃO , R OCHA, 1993; PUTZ-ANDERSON ,
1992; GIL COURY, 1995). 

Another factor to be stressed is the low number of revolving
chairs. This sort of chair may prevent sudden rotational movements
of the trunk, which can cause repercussion in the backbone. Onl y
16.7% of students, 89% of staff members and 50% of faculty mem-
bers use such chairs and this has a direct connection with the high
index of backbone discomfort reported by participants of this study.

In the same way the lack of wrist suppor t may cause inade-
quate positioning leading to deviations (upper/down or lateral) and
friction among tendons, lig aments and bone str uctures. Such posi-
tioning, if associated to repetitive movement, may cause tenosinovi-
ties (GIL COURY, 1995; ARMASTRONG et al., 1987; HOPPEN-
FELD, 1999). The wrist support, which allows its stabilization and
prevents occupational disease, is a simple appliance that could be
easily adopted. Among participants 15% of students, 16.7% of staff
workers and 12,5% of faculty members used the support. Out of the
participants, 10% of students and 17.6% of w orkers reported wrist
discomfort. Monitor protection screen, which aims to protect vision
against light reflexes and helps in alle viate visual ef fort, was not
used by any of the individuals in the three categories.

Some characteristics of the fur niture are dif ferent in the
three categories involved in the study, although data suggest a bet-
ter quality of materials and equipments for staff workers than those
made available to students and faculty members. The position in the
University seems to influence the quality of fur niture. In fact, em-
ployees have furniture with some items of comfor t such as lumbar
support, spinning and adjustable chairs. Indeed, the classification of
chairs as “comfortable” and “adequate” were higher (62.5%) among
them. In the case of students, which have a transitory relation to the
University, they face some less comfortable conditions to their acti-
vities. In f act, the comfor t characteristics are not present in the
chairs and tab les they use. Main complaints are: uncomfor table
chairs, insufficient number of chairs in the computer laboratory, stu-
dent’s desks being used as chairs in the laborator y, chair dispropor-
tional to the height of user , damaged chairs, too much lo w or high
chairs, tables being used as computer desks, limited w orking space
on the tables, etc. Most of these characteristics are referred as inter-
fering in the class performance and knowledge gain. Faculty mem-
bers complain of archaic fur niture with low index of comfor t and
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inadequate use. One of the members has stated that: “ They haven’t
changed my chair since I started working here”. The amazing thing
is that this teacher has been working in the University for 20 years.

The adequate characteristics of fur niture and equipment
play an impor tant role in the pre vention of occupational disease,
mainly posture prob lem, tendonitis and tendosino vitis, backbone
problems, among others, which are corroborated by the regions of
discomfort referred in FIGURE 1. 

F
WORKING ENVIRONMENT (TEMPRERATURE, VENTILA-
TION, LIGHTING AND SPACE)

The data obtained suggest that the majority of par ticipants
considered the working environment as adequate (students - 60%,
faculty members - 62% and staff members - 43%). As can be seen,
only among staff members there was a high rating for non-adequa-
te environment (57%). However, the classif ication of the w orking
environment as adequate does not e xclude some problems such as:
need for better lighting according to the type of activity, maintenan-
ce of luminary and replacement of burned bulbs, AC, ventilators,
improved roofing, arborization, greater number of windows to im-
prove ventilation, etc. In what concerns the space it is, many times,
considered as limited, with bad planned depar tments and with an
excess of division walls, which leads to a warm, stuffy, poorly ven-
tilated and noisy ambient. Some of the suggestions refer to cons-
truction of brick walls in lieu of wood-division walls and allocation
of individual rooms.

G
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIP

The quality of the interpersonal relationship was also addres-
sed in this study in w hat regards the relations among w orking col-
leagues and relations with chiefs. Data re veal that relationship
among coworkers is adequate (good – 67% among students, 29%
among staff members and 74% among f aculty members; excellent
– 27%, 57% and 13% respectively). Although data are quite positi-
ve there is a strong incidence of psychosocial symptoms, w hich,
most of the time, are connected to the inter personal relationship 
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Some of the refer red symptoms suggest the uni versity envi-
ronment favors or determines stress level among students, staf f or
faculty. In this connection, it is important to understand the meaning
of stress and the stressing factors. Among the factors it can be cited:
personal characteristics, excess of work, nature of function, dif fi-
culty to say no or to estab lish limits, sense of excessive obligation,
huge ambition, unbalanced nutrition, sedentary life, lack of or little
leisure (FRANÇA, RODRIGUES, 1996).

Among symptoms referred by individuals affected by stress it
can be cited: irritability (reported by 66.7% of students, 43% of staff
members and 25% of f aculty members), low self-esteem, anxiety,
depression, lack of concentration (48% of students, 25% of f aculty
members), memory problems (43% of students, 12.5% of staf f
members and 25% of f aculty members), increase in cardiac fre -
quency, paleness, muscular tension, sleeping alterations (sleepless-
ness: 23% of students, 25% of staf f members and 25% of f aculty
members), sexual dysfunctions, nutritional dysfunctions ( excess or
lack of appetite: 27% of students and 12.5% of staff members), etc.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This study aimed to seek indicatives on the working condition
in a public university in the State of São Paulo by interviewing stu-
dents, staff and faculty, totaling at least 1% of each category as par-
ticipants. Therefore, the study does not intend to present its conclu-
sion as undisputable truth. However, data obtained and its anal ysis
can be taken as an impor tant step to the understanding of the w or-
king condition in the university.
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Symptoms Student Staff members Faculty members

Enragement 66% 37% 25%
Difficulty/lack of concentration 48% --- 25%
Memory (forgetfulness) 43% 12.5% 25%
Dispay 58% --- ---
Excess appetite 27% 12.5% ---
Fear/apprehension 23% --- ---
Increase in the desire to smoke 18% --- 12.5%
Sadness without a clear reason 37% --- ---
Lack of social contact 17% 12.5% 12.5%
Insonnia 23% 25% 25%

TABLE 1 - Psychosocial symptom, referred by participants

  



Data reveal that there is need for a g reater investment and at-
tention to the issues related to the w orking conditions and, thus, in
the quality of life in the academic community . Indeed, it was iden-
tified obsolete materials and equipments, signif icant presence of
discomfort in many body regions, which may be related to the acti-
vities and to the furniture that leads to inadequate postural patter ns
and damaging to health. The way in which the work is organized is
another factor to be addressed since the continuous reduction of
staff members has resulted in an o verload of work in many sectors
of the university, favoring the onset of health and inter personal re-
lation problems. 

It is recognized that occupational diseases have an accumula-
tive effect. In this way it is necessar y to pay attention to signs and
symptoms that ma y arise, in vestigate its causes, inter vene in the
working place, reformulate the working organization, create mecha-
nisms to guarantee the par ticipation of employees in the decision
process in what concerns the working place in order to prevent from
becoming a starter for occupational diseases. To act preventively is
a way to avoid a future unmanageable situation.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
PERSONAL DATA:
Name: Age:
School: (  ) ninth grade complete    (  ) ninth grade incomplete

(  ) high school complete (  ) high school incomplete
(  ) complete graduation (  ) incomplete graduation

Marital status : Profession: 
Time in the function : Previous occupation: 
1 - Have you or have you had any health problem? (   )  Yes      (   ) No 
If Yes, which?

2 - Which are the activities you commonly perform in your work?
Position

Daily activities Period in hours seated standing walking crouched

3 - Among your activities, which one causes gives you more physical fatigue? 

4 - Among your activities, which one let you upset and nervous?

5 - Are you presenting any sort of discomfort or uneasiness?

Body region

Head        
Right shoulder        
Left shoulder 
Right arm. 
Left arm.
Right wrist 
Left wrist
Right thumb
Left thumb
Right index
Left index
Right middle
Left middle
Upper backbone
Low backbone
Trunk
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6 – Which activities were you undergoing when discomfort appeared?

7 - Have you experienced overall fatigue? (  ) Yes (  ) No
If yes, during which activities?

8 - Have you lack of body motor coordination (drop object, bump furniture, etc).
(  ) Yes (  ) No
If Yes, in which situation? 

9 - Does your working place have:

Physical aspects: 

Lighting: it is, most of the time: (  ) Natural (  ) Artificial
Temperature:  it is, most of the time: (  ) Natural (  ) Artificial
Ventilation:  it is, most of the time: (  ) Natural (  ) Artificial
Physical space in square meters
How do you evaluate your working place:  
(  ) adequate (   ) inadequate? Why?

Materials and equipments: 

Table:
Material (  ) wood (  ) Formica© (  ) steel (  ) veneer
Mobility (  ) Mobile (  ) Fixed
height (  ) Adequate (  ) too high (  ) too low
working space (  ) Adequate (  ) Limited

Chairs:
Feet support (  ) yes (  ) No
Arm support (  ) yes (  ) No
Lumbar support (  ) yes (  ) No
Comfortable (  ) yes (  ) No
Spinning (  ) yes (  ) No
Adjustable (  ) yes (  ) No
Material (  ) wood (  ) regular foam (  ) PVC (plastic) 

(  ) extruded foam (like in automobile seats)
Computer:

Adequate desk (  ) yes (  ) No
Adequate chair (  ) yes (  ) No
Height of the monitor (  ) yes (  ) No
Sight protector or protective glasses (  ) yes (  ) No
Adequate height of mouse and keyboard (  ) yes (  ) No
Support to forearm, wrist and f ingers (  ) yes (  ) No
How do you evaluate your equipments and materials (  ) adequate (   ) inadequate?
Why? 
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10 – Have you resting period? (  ) Yes (  ) No
What is the duration ( in minutes)
After how many time of work?

11 – Have you any of the below mentioned symptoms:
(  ) irritation or impatient ness (  ) insomnia
(  ) diminished sexual pleasure (  ) difficulty or lack of concentration
(  ) memory (oblivion) (  ) sadness without apparent cause
(  ) discouragement/lack of motivation (  ) lack of appetite
(  ) excess of appetite (  ) lack of social contact
(  ) fear/lack of assurance (  ) low self-esteem
(  ) increase in the will to smok e (  ) increase in the desire to take alcoholic beverages

12 - How do you evaluate our relations with your working mattes? Why?

13 - How do you evaluate you relationship with your boos? Why?

14 -  Which modification would you suggest in your work?

a) Regarding the working place: (lighthing, temperature, ventilation, etc). Why?

b) Regarding working organization: (pauses, working journey, physical space, la-
yout, etc). Why?

c) Regarding materials and equipments: (desk, chair, etc.). Why?

d) Regarding interpersonal relations: (with working mattes, with your boss, com-
munication in the work, liberty of expression, etc). Why?
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